The purpose of the Emergency Tracking Tool is to gather information on large and sudden movements of populations. The information is collected through interviews with key informants or direct observations. This report presents information on movements that took place on 15 August 2019 in the Sila Province.

NEW DISPLACEMENT

|------------------|----------------------|--------------------|--------------|-----------------|-----------------|

DATE OF MOVEMENT

15 August 2019

SUMMARY OF EVENT

Following floods that occurred on 15 August 2019 in the village of Harata (département of Kimiti, sous-préfecture of Kerfi) and its surroundings, 423 households were displaced to the villages of Goulamaye, Aboundouroua, Sessabane, Badia, Andressa and Sadal Ali, all located in the same sous-prefecture.

REASON, TYPE AND MEANS OF DISPLACEMENT

Reason: Floods
Type of movement: Spontaneous
Mean of transport: On foot and riding animals

PRIORITY NEEDS (HIGHEST TO LOWEST)

1. Health
2. Food
3. Shelter
4. Non-Food Items